The Advantages are Clear
Convenience of a Disposable…..but Without the Waste.

When you put on OREX...you are wearing the
future.

Phone: 334-899-4351

OREX

OREX begins with the end in mind, coupling
superior front-end field performance with unparalleled back-end waste minimization. Following use, “disposables” must be tracked as
radioactive waste, resulting in significant increases in generated waste volumes. OREX
processing after use requires no waste tracking no waste is reported to the generator.

Disposables

OREX users are looking out for the future of
their industry. They embrace new technologies
which benefit the industry and they have vision. OREX users understand that Radwaste
minimization is not only a key responsibility of
all of us but it is vital to the future of the industry. Nuclear energy is “clean” and future generations rely on us to keep it that way. OREX is
better for you, your workers and the environment.

Protective Clothing Comparisons
Launderables

The OREX™ advantage is clear. The protective
clothing paradigm is shifting dramatically in the
U.S. and OREX is leading the way. Over 75% of
the U.S. power plants have switched to OREX
protective clothing and accessories in the past
five years and more plants are getting on
board each outage season. OREX value speaks
for itself. OREX is not just another low tech,
cheap “disposable” product. Disposables are
generic, mass produced and have been available for years. Nothing new or creative about
them. OREX products are part of a phenomenal, leading-edge technology package that is
sweeping the nuclear industry.

Reduces Radwaste
Reduces Personnel Contaminations
Superior Breathability and Comfort
Proven Strength and Durability
Zero Shipment Outages
Light Weight (< lifting injuries)
Pre-Outage Delivery on All Dressouts
Onsite Technical Support
Plastic Zippers (< FME Concerns)
Double-Sleeve Design (No cuff sealers required)
Elastic Wrists and Ankles
In-Stock Inventories >500,000 dressouts
Broad Range of “Like” Products/Accessories
Overseas Manufacturing Managed by US Owners
Patented Processing Technology
OREX VALUE RUNS DEEP.
IT GOES WELL BEYOND
THE STICKER PRICE.

Technology Developed by Nukes….for Nukes.
www. OREX. Com

